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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Education for children is universally accepted in 
the United states. Thus, usually, when a child becomes 
six years of age, he enters a new phase of living with 
his entrance to school. 
some parents view the child's transition from the 
home to the school as a release from the stress and strain 
of having the child at home during most of the day. What 
does the commencement of school mean to the child? How 
is he able to handle the resulting change from the world 
of the family, which is highly individualized, to the 
world of his school, which is necessarily an abrupt transi-
tion to a group setting with its concomitant rules, regu-
lations, and group discipline? 
When the child leaves for school for the first 
time, it means leaving the apparent love, security and 
aff ection of the family for an environment in which he 
has yet to test his mettle and win approbation. This 
process of adjustment, if the child is already emotionally 
insecure, or if it is improperly handled by the parent 
or the teacher, who becomes a secondary mother to the 
child, may result in many emotional conflicts which may 
impede the child's scholastic achievement. Herein, lies 
the interest of this study. 
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Essentially, the purpose of this investigation is 
to look into the manner in which certain selected prob-
lems in the home are reflected in the child's adjustment 
to school, the kinds of treatment .offerred to the child 
referred to the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals, Psycho-
somatic Clinic because of school maladjustment, and the 
results of t his treatment in terms of the child's adjust-
ment at school. Since most school problems are symptomatic 
of underlying difficulties which usually have their origin 
in some aspect of the p~nt-child relationship, this 
will be one of the underlying assumptions in this study. 
The questions to be answered are: 
1. What were the reasons for the child's 
referral to the Massachusetts Memorial 
Hospitals, Psychosomat.ic Clinic? 
2. What was the parental attitude toward the 
child and his school problem? 
3. What was the treatment offered? 
4. What was the result of such treatment? 
5. What work was done with the school? 
Method and scope 
In obtaining the material, the case study method 
was used. The family history, as well as the child's 
case history, was read and pertinent facts collated. 
Further information was gathered from the child's 
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psychosomatic chart. Whenever possible, the writer spoke 
with the doctors and social workers handling the cases. 
All of the mtake from September, 1949, to September, 
1950, was reviewed. Only those cases, seventeen in 
number, which manifested a school problem at the time of 
referral, and had been in treatment for at least four 
months were considered. Particular attention was paid 
to family background, parental attitudes, attitudes of 
the teacher towar d the child, source and reason for 
referral, types of treatment prescribed and the results 
of this treatment. More interest was placed on work with 
the school by the cl.inic. A copy of the schedule used 
in the compilation of the ease material will be found 
in the appendix. 
After the seventeen eases were summarized, they 
were analyzed as a whole to determine the psychodynamic 
factors which could be thought to ha ve a bearing on the 
child's senool problem. 
Limitations of the Study 
Because the Psychosomatic Clinic is of fairly 
recent origin, the writer had to•use active, as well as 
closed eases, pertinent to the study. Had the writer 
been able to get a large enough sampling of closed 
cases, the results of treatment for the entire group 
might have revealed a different picture. 
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In the seventeen cases studied, the father was not 
· seen in the clinic on a continuous basis. For this reason, 
his role in connection with the child's problem cannot be 
determined objectively. This would be desired in order 
to procure a more valid picture of the child's problems 
in the home. When the word parent is mentioned through-
out this thesis, it refers specifically te> the mother. 
The writer did not feel that . it was within his scope 
to interpret the psychiatrist's work with the child. 
This was one of the reasons why the doctors were consulted. 
In some cases, the therapists had left the clinic and 
the details of the treatment offered in these cases 
could not be determined. If each of the psychiatrists 
could have been seen, a mor e complete picture of the 
kinds of treatment offered to the child would have been 
available. 
The function of the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals, 
Psychosomatic Clini c with its three branches will fo l low 
in Chapter II. Definition of t erms used in this study 
will also be found in Chapter II. Chapter III concerns 
itself with a review of the literature. First, a 
psychiatric interpretation of school problems in text 
books and articles is cited, and then a review of treat-
ment plans in child guidance clinics is offered. Chapter 
IV will give an analysis of the group as a whole. 
--- --=========== 
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Chapter V will be concerned with the abstracts and 
interpretations of the cases studied. Illustrations 
were grouped according to certain factors related to 
the problem~ i.e.~ the cases were classified on the basis 
of factors influencing treatment~ such .as the mother's 
attitude toward treatment~ and the work done with the 
school. summary and conclusions will be found in Chapter 
VI. 
I . 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
I. Definition of Terms 
~ · For the purpose of this study, school problem is 
used in a wide sense and is construed to mean any emotional 
or personality problems that interfere with the good 
school adjustment of the child, or any condition or situa-
tion which is disturbing to the socially accepted teacher-
child and pupil-pupil relationship. The nursery school 
child as well as the grade school and secondary school 
child is included in this study. These conditions may 
manifest themselves by psuedo-retardation, reluctance 
to attend school or school phobia, acting out of aggressive 
behavior, inability to relate to one's peers, a strained 
teacher-child relationship, traunting, withdrawn behavior, 
daydreaming, inattentiveness, and psychosomatic complaints 
associated with school attendance. 
Treatment at the clinic follows the usual methods 
in child guidance, i.e., the direct and environmental 
approach in the handling of the children's problema and 
includes play therapy, supportive therapy, insight through 
clarification or interpretation, and suggestion. 
Play therap~ for the purpose of this study, denotes 
any situation in which the child is g iven an opportunity 
to act out tension, conflicts, and anxieties through the 
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use of toys. supportive therapy is a term used in a 
broad sense in this study and refers to all those ego-
building devices utilized in helping the patient obtain 
more gratification out of life. In short 7 it aims at 
supporting ego strenghts so that the patient will better 
be able to handle his current situation more adequately. 
It can include supporting positives in the patient, al-
lowing the ventilation and expression of negative feelings 
and self insight. Insight through clarificationl refers 
to "the separation of objective and subjective factors, 
of actuality and personal meaning, of the mature attitudes 
of the ego and its neurotic conceptions and patterns ••••• 
it does not include unconscious factors". 
2Insight through interpretation ••••• refers to 
the exposi tion of unconscious dynamic factors 
in the patient.•s actual personality ••••• or in 
the yarious periods of his past in reference 
to his present condition. 
The term suggestion may refer to any advice given 
by the therapist or the psychiatric social worker to either 
the cnild or the parent toward the handling of a certain 
situation. It can be designated as an educational technique; 
for example, a case worker may give tne parent advice as 
1 Grete Bibr1ng 7 "Psychiatry and Social Work," 
The Journal of Social Case Work, June, 1947, Vol. XXVI II, 
Number 6, p. 267. 
2. Ibid., 207. 
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to how to handle the child's questions on sex. 
The criteria used in judging movement in the cases 
studied will be based upon whether or not the symptoms 
were alleviated or exacerbated as a result of treatment. 
If some of the symptoms are relieved as a result of 
treatment, the case will be designated as improved. 
If none of the symptoms disappear and no new symptoms 
appear as the result of treatment, the case will be 
designated as remaining the same or showing no improve-
ment. If the original symptoms do not disappear and new 
symptoms are seen, the case will be described as becoming 
worse. 
II. The Function of the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals, 
Psychosomatic Clinic 
The Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals, Psychosomatic 
Clinic, hereinafter referred to as the clinic, is part 
of the Department of Psychiatry and Neurology in the 
hospital. The staff doctors are both members of the 
general hospital personnel and are also on the Boston 
University teaching staff. 
The Department of Psychiatry and Neurology con-
sists of the Psychosomatic Clinic, the Neurology Clinic, 
and In-patient work. Psychiatric In-patient work consists 
of screening all patients, both children and adults, on 
medical service in the hospital, and the residents serve 
as consultants on the surgical service. Those patients 
whose illnesses show a large emotional component are picked 
up for treatment while in the hospital, and some are referred 
to the Psychosomatic Clinic upon discharge. All three 
ser vices provide social case work services. Psychiatric 
social workers cover the Psychosomatic Clinic, medical 
social workers, the Neurology Clinic, and the medical 
social worker in the house, the In-patient service. 
The Psychosomatic Clinic operates as part of the 
total out-patient department of the hospital, but it 
is financed by the Boston Univers i ty Medical School. 
This clinic itself has three sections, i.e., the adult, 
the children's, and the seizure section and serves two 
purposes, a teaching purpose and a treatment purpose. 
It has a dual responsibility, one tb the hospital and 
one to the medical school. The:· personnel of the clinic 
consists of eight staff members. and eight psychiatric 
residents. There are three ps ychiatric social workers 
assigned to the clinic and seven psychi atric social work 
student~. There is one psychologist who is employed part-
time and two psychology students. usually four or five 
fourth-year medical students spend one month doing therapy 
under the supervision of a staf~ psychiatrist. 
In the children's section of the clinic, social 
service sees every mother in the intake process, and the 
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psychiatrist who directs this section of the clinic decides 
whether or not the patient is eligible for treatment or 
should be referred elsewhere. Referrals come from two 
sources, i.e., from outside the hospital or from inside 
the hospital. Patients referred by any service from 
within the hospital automatically receive an appointment 
for an evaluation interview. Those referred from other 
sources outside the hospital go through social service 
and a letter or referral is requested. 
Children, who have psychosomatic or psychoneurotic 
symptoms of recent origin, are accepted for treatment. 
They must be acute symptoms whose onset appeared within 
a year prior to referral. The ages of the children range 
from roughly two to eighteen. The clinic does not accept 
. for treatment any cases with chronic difficulties or behavior 
problems such as truancy and delinquency if these are the 
primary complaints , at the time of referral. H0 wever, all 
atypical children are accepted for treatment. 
Every child's mother is seen mainly by a psychiatric 
social worker during the child's course of treatment. 
Medical students and psycniatric residents also do some 
work with the mothers as part of their training. The 
purpose of seeing the mother is two-fold: 
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1) To get an understanding of what is going on 
currently with the mother and the child# and 
thus the material tnat the child reveals in play 
therapy is clarified. 
2) To help the mothe r handle the difficulties she 
is experiencing with tne child. 
In the children's section of the clinic there is almost 
100 per. cent coverage in working with the mother • 
. There is . a fee establi.shed at two dollars and fifty 
cents a visit. However, this can be adjusted according 
to t ne patient's financial status. Fee adjustment is not 
handled by social service in tne clinic but by a social 
worker in the admitting office of the entire out-patient 
department. 
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CHAPTER III 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The Theoretical Background of the Study 
I. The Psychology of School Maladjustment 
School entrance for the beginning child involves a 
transition from a world of individu~lity, the home, to a 
wor l d of sharing the living with others. It is the be gin-
ning of a per i od of socializing in Which the Child has to 
learn what he can and cannot do. During this period, the 
child1 has to adjust to two worlds, the world of his 
home and the world of his school. Although. the child's 
emotional anchorage remains at home, he has to acquire 
a mo dified set of emotional mooring s in the scnool since 
the latter provides certain group controls which the 
former lacks. It is not easy for the child to meet the 
demand s at home and at school, since these demands are 
not interchangeable at times. 
Because this transition2 is s o difficult for the 
ch ild, the teacher should be aware of the complexity 
of factors, whicn can serve as stumbling blocks to a 
child's school adjustment. 
1. Ilg and Gesell, The Child from Five to Ten, 
p. 96. 
2. Ibid., pp 96-97. 
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3The school beginner is. confronted with a 
whole host of problems of social adjustment • 
••••• He has the new impulses and the new 
uncertainties which come with being six 
years old. The smoothness of his· school 
entrance will hinge largely upon his emo-
tional matur .i ty. The school world may 
seem so different from his home world that 
he will . tend to retreat into the latter. 
In cases of acute conflict, he may even 
react with a temporary stomach-ache or 
other symptoms of immature morale." 
If the teacher is kind and understanding, the dis-
a dvantaged ch ild4 may find an asylum in his school. The 
average child will regard his teacher as a secondary 
mother on whom he fixes affection. The teacher does not 
take the place of the child's mother but strengthens 
his sense of security in the new world of the school. 
If the teacher's standards are too rigid, making exces-
sive intellectual demands on the child and if there is 
a coldness in her pe r sonality, the sensitive, insecure, 
child will suffer. Difficulties of adjustment are exacer-
bated and in some instances the tensions of school entr.ance 
are so abnormally weighted against the child .that his men-
tal health may be atstake. 
In order to insure an emotionally satisfying ex-
perience to the child and support his development process~ 
the school program should be geared to meet the child's 
needs at the various levels of his development. Not only 
3. Ibid,,p. 333. 
94-97. 
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does the teacher's personality contribute to the success 
of a child at school, but also educational measures are 
important in influencing adjustment to the school situa-
tion. 
The educator5 should "carefully study the sensitive 
periods and offer those experiences which the child ap-
parently craves for at the various stages of his growth". 
If presentation coincides with developmental needs, learn-
ing is easily assimilated. 
The foregoing material shows, in brief, what school 
entrance means to the beginner in his attempts at adjust-
ment to the outside world. It also points out the import-
anne of providing the child with an atmosphere in the 
school which will help to lessen as much as possible the 
traumatic experience associated with leaving the protective-
ness of mother and having to face· the outside world. The 
following will concern itself with a description of specific 
problems associated with school maladjustment. 
Often in any classroom group, is seen the child with 
a very high IQ, nevertheless, failing his major subjects. 
Psychometric and ~sychological tests reveal a wide gap 
between this type of child's capacities for learning and 
his actual performance. Howeven, inability to work to 
5 Lili Pellier, "Incentives to the Development 
and Means of Early Education", Anna Freud and others, 
editors, The Psychoanalytic study of the Child, Vol. II 
1946, p. 404. 
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one's fullest capacities may be symptomatic of an under-
lying psych ic conflict which impedes the chi ld's intellec-
tual progress. 
Unless the child is helped to res~lve this conflict, 
his inability to learn may become permanent. Fenichel6 
points out two main reasons why the ego may be induced 
to keep its intellect permanently in abeyance: 
1 A repression of sexual curiosity may block 
the normal interest in knowing and thinking •• 
••• 2 Exactly as in other inhibitions, the in-
hibited intellectual functions may have been 
sexualized in a much stricter sense. Actually 
the function of thinking may be equated with 
the sexual functions in both men and women; its 
inhibitions, then have the meaning of castration 
(or of avoidance of castration.) 
For those children who relate the contents of the 
learning process to sexual functions, the acquisition of 
knowledge brings about a great deal of guilt and anxiety. 
Liss7 states that unconscious psychic apparatus inhibits 
or accelerates .. to a varying degree in .each individual 
conscious learning and its utilization. Ego drives and 
superego evalua tiona give .rise to conflict.s. which distort 
intellectual . pursuits. He catagorizes8 two other causes 
resulting in an inability to acquire knowledge; equating 
6 Otto, Fenichel, M.D., The Psychoanalytic Theory 
of Neurosis, p. 181 
7 Edward Liss, M.D., "Unresolved Anxiety and 
Resultant Learning Patterns", American Journal of ortho-
psychiatry, Vol. XI, July, 194I, pp 520-523. 
8 Ibid. 520-523. 
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the acquisition of knowledge with an unconscious impli-
cation of responsibility for its utilization and inhib1-
tiona because of emotional fixations. 
Those children who feel that learning carries with 
it responsibility for utilization and application in social 
life regard learning as a process of maturing. If they 
cannot emotionally accept the implications of growth, they 
reject the acquisition of knowledge and in so doing 
thereby reject maturation. In the pre-adolescent who 
struggles with the conflict of independence vs dependence, 
and the ambivalence has a greater bearing on the side 
of wishing to remain dependent, the denial of maturation 
is illustrated by an obsessional pattern toward mastery 
of his school. work. This pattern, which consists of 
meticulous and repetitive evaluat ion of sentences and 
word contents, involves a great deal of time and the know-
ledge acquired falls far short of the time and energy put 
into studying. Truancy or absences through "conversion 
syndrome disturbance" is another technique that the 
pre-adolescent uses in denying the growth process. 
The two major subjects which prove as . inhibiting 
forces · to the child with average or superior intelligence 
are reading and arithmetic. The subject9 is unconsciously 
9 Phyllis Blanchard, Ph.D., "Psychoanalytic Contri-
butions to the Problems of Reading Disabilities", Anna Freud 
and others, editors, The Psychoanalytic study of the Child, 
Vol. II, 1946, pp 163-166. 
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associated with some personally disagreeable idea or 
topic. Blanchard10states that reading threatens to bring 
about release of too many unsublimated sadistic and destruc-
tive oral impulses instead of providing a sublimated out-
let for them. Emotional instability, resistance to 
authority, feelings of inadequacy, infantile personality, 
anxieties and conflicts arising from family relationships, 
such as sibling rivalry or marital disharmony or parents, 
are all contributing factors to a reading disability. 
In an arithmetic disability, as in reading, the 
subject11 is disagreeable because of the unconscious 
associations that the pupil makes. There are cases 
where children have failed in arithmetic problems in 
which the numbers "1" and "2n have appeared because 
of apparent unconscious associations of these numenals 
with the functions of urination and defecation. If toilet 
training was associated with a painful experience, es-
pecially, the ego shuns this repetition. The superego 
reacts strongly with feelings of shame, disgust and fear 
against any interest in toilet activities. 
12This will happen if at a particular time 
there is some difficulty in the child's 
psychosexual life whereby a regressive 
10 Ibid .. , pp 163-166. 
11 o. Spurgeon English & Gerard Pearson, common 
Neuroses of Children and Adults, pp 160-162. 
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tendency to reindulge in infantile pleasure 
is being stimulated. If the circumstances 
of the child's love life have become altered 
eithe r at home or at school--i.e., if he 
realizes or feels he is being rejected by his 
parents or if he has a new teacher who treats 
him less indulgently than the former ones--
then this tendency to return to infantile 
interests, and a strong ego defense against 
such interests may appear, causing him to 
reject all objects or syr$.ols which in his 
mind represent tnat interest. 
English and Pearson13 also state that difficulties 
in arithmetic may be due to a poor relationship with the 
teacher. The arithmetic difficulty represents an internali-
zation of aggression; for since the child is not free 
enough to express his antagonism toward tne teacher, he 
resorts to a mecnanism that injures himself more than 
the teacher. This occurs especially if the teacher 
places a great deal of emphasis on the subject. 
Another manner in which school problems manifest 
themselves is through a school phobia of varying degrees. 
The child exhibits an intense fear of being at school 
which eventually results in a refusal to leave home. The 
cnildl4 is unaware of what he fears and therefore cannot 
' 
express what makes him flee from school. Johnson}5 Fa.lstein, 
szurell, and Svendsen mention three outstanding factors 
13 Ibid •. , pp 160-162. 
14 Adelaide Johnson and otners, "School Phobia.", 
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, October, 1941, pp 702-70~ 
15 Ibidn pp 702-708 
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associated with the 1ntiation of a school phobia: 
a. An acute anxiety in the child which may be 
caused by organic disease or an emotional 
conflict, such as· the birth of a new brother 
or sister; this acute anxiety makes tne child 
regress to an infantile dependency state. 
b. An acute reversal in the home such as financial 
loss, illness, or marital unhappiness. 
c. Evidences of a poorly resolved early dependency 
relationship to mother. 
The problem of school phobia is not a new one, as 
is pointed out from the apove material. The acute 
anxiety situation seems to reactivate a conflict arising 
out of an already existent poor child-par ent relationship. 
It can be a serious problem which may set in motion a 
whole series of phobias. ~. Felix Deutsch16 remarks 
that a job phobia is really an extension of a school phobia. 
Both phobias represent a fea r of success, fear of acquiring 
knowl~dge, and fear of competition. The first two fears 
are associated with a fear of growing up, being independent 
and therefore having to leave mother. The fear of competi-
tion results from feelings of inadequacy, i.e., feelings 
of being weak, small and different and therefore the 
16. Dr. Felix Deutsch, "Job Phobia," The Journal 
of Social case Work, April, 1947, pp. 132-133. 
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person with a job or school phobia fears the aggression of 
other people. 
Children17 with school phobias se em to be fearful 
and inhibited. They sh ow a great need for attention and 
care which t hey try to receive by many illnesses and psycho-
somatic disor ders. These illnesses are the means through 
which the child receives secondary gains. Because he 
cannot go to school, . he remains at home and therefore is 
closer, at least physically, to mother. 
Mothersl8 of children with school phobias also 
show a dependency relationship to their own mothers. These 
relationships are characterized by a feeling of intense, 
repr e s sed resentment. They react to the child's wishes 
for dependency by first being very indulgent, and then 
becoming hostile and envious of the child. The mother's 
attitude produces intense feelings of guilt in the child 
in this striving for independence. Because the child 
attempts at independence are thwarted, he is enraged at 
his par ent. He demonstrated this hostility by making 
further demands on his mother and by staying home from 
school. Thus is seen a vicious circle. As the mother's 
17 Janney van Houten, "Mother-Child Relationships 
in Twelve Cases of School Phobia", Smith Col lege Studies 
in Social Work, Vol. XVIII, September, 1947-June, 1948, 
pp 168 to 169. 
18 Johnson and others, op.cit., pp 702-708. 
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hostility increases, the cnild's dependency demands in-
crease. Both the child and parent handle their guilt 
over the strained relationship by their need to be near 
each other and the cycle a gain begins. The child also 
punishes himself by remaining out of scnool and falling 
behind his classmates. 
19very early in this chain of events there 
enters as a factor the school itself. When 
the teacher, as a more consistent disciplin-
arian, frustrates the child, she arouses his 
rage. Being less dependent on the teacher, 
who is a diluted form of the mother, tne 
child's rage inhibited toward the mother can 
now find expression thr0ugn displacement, . and 
the teacher in her milieu becomes the phobic 
object. To avoid the · teacher and the school 
is now the defense against being placed in the 
situation in which the overwhelming anxiety is 
aroused. Often a child early complains that 
the teacher does not like him. 
Then there is the child whose school maladjustment 
centers around anti-social behavior, destructiveness, in-
ability to relet e positively to his teacher or peers. Again, 
as in other scnool problems cited above, the cnild's con-
duct is a reflection of his home environment. Anna Freud20 
points out that the cnild' s character is greatly influenced 
by experiences . in the home. In order to understand these 
problems as symptomatic of deeper emotional conflicts, 
it is necessary to understand the frictions between tne 
cnild and his mother, between the child and nis siblings. 
19. IbiQ., p. 707-708. 
20. Anna Freud, Psychoanalysis for Teachers and 
Parents, p. 41. 
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These symptoms which serve as a veneer to cover up feelings 
" 
of insecurity, . inferiority, and rejection, are displaced 
onto the school environment. The classroom really sets 
up another family unit, but probably on a larger scale 
as far as relationships are concerned, for the teacher 
becomes a secondary mother figure and the pupils, secondary 
sibling figures. The anti-social child who comes into 
the school with a feeling of insecurity arising out of a 
feeling of eing unloved, and a distrust of the world in 
general, finds it even more difficult to become secure 
in his school situation, first b ecause of a great sus-
picion that he will be hurt a gain if he tries to establish 
a relationship to his teacher or his classmates, and 
secondly because this type of child is frequently received 
by both the teacher and pupils with the least amount of 
acceptance. The reac t ions of teacher and pupil to this 
child will often by punitive and uncooperative and thus 
more anxiety arises as the result of a reactivation of 
the feeling of being rejected. Many of these children 
are dismissed and transferred from one school to another 
because their problems .present such an obstacle in the 
intellectual progress of the group. 
After reviewing the literature on the etiology of 
those problems indicative of school maladjustment, one 
finds that the causes of poor school adjustment do not 
usually have their origin in the classroom but are the 
22 
re·sults of inner conflicts of the child and a reaction to 
his familial relationships. 
II. Treatment in Child Guidance Clinics 
One of the foremost principles21 of child guidance 
today is that the emotional and behavior problems in the 
child are growth problems occurring in his relationship 
to his parents. The causes of a behavior or emotional 
problem nevET exist just in the child any more than they 
exist just in the parents. Thus, treatment in child guid-
ance is based on a combined psychotherapy with the child 
and his parent. The child is offered an opportunity to 
express and work ~hrough his fears and conflicts in a 
relationship usually with a psychiatrist, while the parent 
is usually seen by a social worker for the purposes of22 
"utilizing and mobilizing the inherent strengths in the 
family to assist and support the child in the change 
brought abru t t:tr ough his participation in therapy". 
Gordon Hamilton23 states that therapy with young 
children consists of, slowly, through the transference 
relationship, reducing the child's fear of being 
21. Frederick Allen, "Combined Psychotherapy with 
Children and Parents", Modern Trends in Child Psychiatry, 
edited by Lewis and others, pp. 257-258. 
22. Ibid., p. 258. 
23. Gordon Hamilton, Psychotherapy in Child Guid-
~~ pp. 209-210. 
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deserted1 and of not being loved. This is done through 
play therapy which makes it possible to @St at the heart 
of the child's problems, since acting out of one's con-
flicts is the natural way for a child to behave. 
Living out an experience together within the 
relationship is much more a part of child 
than of adult therapy 1 although it is a part 
of all psychotherapy. Little children must 
be gratified in orde r to postpone gratifica-
tion. The worker's understanding and accept-
ance of the wishes is translated through . 
appropriate play and comment. The attitude of 
unfailing friendliness 1 and concrete offers of 
help give the opportunity to release tension 
and relieve a badly assimilated or non assimi-
lated growth experience. Because en important 
factor in assimilating the experience is time 1 
therapy must proceed at the child's pace, which 
may be slow. 
Play is usee both because it is the little child's 
medium of communication and because it provides in a safe 
way an opportunity to express feelings and attitudes of 
the child which in turn afford a release of tension. How-
ever, play cannot be the sole source of understanding 
the psychodynamics of the child's problems. Despert24 
remarks that there must be an integration of the materia~ 
brought out in the play 1 information secured from the 
parents 1 and the awareness of emotional attitudes gained 
by both parents and child. 
24. .r. Louise Despert, "Play Analysis", Nolan 
Lewis & others, editors, op. cit., p. 252. 
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As a child25 goes into latency , his repressing ~orces 
are under way and a swing away ~rom the parents begins. 
There~ore, the technique of treatment must be shifted. 
Parental fantasies are displaced to more remote figures 
such as the teacher, and new types of defenses occur as a 
result of new experiences arising out o~ socialization. 
In treatment these defenses cannot be directly approached 
and therapy becomes more difficult because there is 
greater damage to the child. The child in the latency 
period r eveals a more complicated and defensive t ype 
of play. The child should be encouraged to verbalize 
because it is appropriate for his stage of growth. 
Deep interpretation is not eff ective, but the therapist's 
understanding acceptance o~ the child's responses is the 
real tool which relieves the child's tensions. 
Therapy26 in adolescence involves still another ~ocus 
and goal. The adolescent is helped to grow toward independ-
ence through a strong identification with the therapist 
who works with constructive defenses, offers an ideal 
and approves of the adolescent's efforts to be himself. 
Emancipation plus a workable interpretation of 
the drives through ego building achievements and 
sublimation are the goals.-----Through being 
25. Gordon Hamilton, op. cit., pp 245-246. 
26. Ibid., pp. 273-274. 
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understood, he comes better to unders t and 
himself and to be "on his own". Understanding 
is not only expressed through the transference 
relationship itself but also in activity used 
to help the young person into experiences and 
opportunities which will give him skill and 
strength to take his leave of the worker, as 
of the parents. 
Psychiatric27social .work in a child guidance clinic 
has focussed on the child's environment, i.e., his family 
life, social life, and school life. Because the parent 
does not come to a children's clinic for help for her-
self, the psychiatric social worker deals with the parent's 
difficulties only insofar as they are related to the 
child's problems. The unconscious drives and conflicts 
of the parent are not areas on which the worker focuses 
since such a focus may arouse unconscious anxiety. The 
worker, without dealing with unconscious attitudes, and 
without treating the ·parent directly, that is not focus-
ing on the parent's problem per se, at t empts to help the 
parent formulate his thinking, feeling and behavior in 
relation to the child. 
Early attempts28 in the treatment of parents in 
child guidance clinics centered around a process of intel-
lectual advising, but today the objective of treatment 
is to help the parent see the connection between his 
27. Leona Hambrecht, "Psychiatric case work with 
Children", Nolan Lewis and others, editors, op. cit., 
pp. 307-341. - --
28. Gordon Hamilton, op. cit., 275-315. 
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problem and the child's. The worker assumes a permis-
sive attitude through which the par ent is helped to elab-
orate her attitudes so that the worker will acquire an 
understanding of the parent's regard for her role as a 
mother and give her enough security in her maternal role 
so that she will be willing to make changes. 
The essence of the therapeutic aim is to 
approach the parents, not as obstacles to 
the child 's progress which must be smoothed 
away but to enlist them in the s earch to 
remove obstacles in the child's path. 
There must be a genuine and complete acceptance 
of the mother so that she will be able to ventilate 
ne gative feelings and anxieties and still feel secure 
in her relationship to the case worker. Treatment is 
used to strengthen the parent's constructive defenses 
for h erself as a person and as a parent, rather than 
toward uncovering deeper layers of motivation. 
The major role of the case worker in her work with 
the school is to give the te acher an opportunity to become 
aware of the causative factors behind school .maladjustment 
so . t hat her help and cooperation may be elicited in aiding 
the child to overcome his difficulties or at least in 
lessening the pressures placed on the child at school. 
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social work29 in the school aims at removing the 
obstacles to the child's education and to improve his 
behavior in groups. Howe ver, in so doing, the case 
worker must never lose cite that wh i le her ~ocus is 
on the individual child, the teacher's focus in on the 
group. The case worker must not make demands or offer 
recommendations for the purpose of one _child's benefit 
when these demands or r ecommendations are deleterious 
to the growth and development of the group as a whole. 
In order to bring about a better working relation-
ship between the teaching profession and social work, 
the social worker must go into the schools more often 
in order to provide the school with a knowledge of what 
the social worker can and cannot do, and offer to refer 
those childr en whom the case worker cannot help to other 
agencies. There should be a respect shown for school 
personnel, and an acceptance of the fact that the school 
doe s not have the responsibility for one child alone, 
but has equal responsibility for the group. only by a 
closer working relationship between teacher and social case 
worker can the maladjusted school child be more effec-
tively helped. 
29. Louis Veo, and Luther Woodward, "Planned 
Social Work in the School", American Journal . of Ortho-
psychiatry, Vol. XI, 1941, pp. 2-10. 
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CHAPTER IV 
A STUDY OF THE GROUP AS A WHOLE 
Inasmuch as this study is concerned with treat-
ment, the presentation of cases will be devided according 
to certain factors influencing treatment. The classifica-
tion of cases, therefore, will be as follows: 
1. Eleven cases in which the mother 's attitude 
toward treatment was positive and movement 
was seen in nine of these cases. Two of 
eleven cases in this group also exemplify 
cooperative work done with the school and 
for this reason they will be presented in 
detail as a sub-grouping of this category. 
2. Six cases where the mother's attitude toward 
treatment either for herself or for the child 
was a resistant one and no movement was seen. 
The ages of the children ranged from five years 
to fifteen years. seven patients were boys. This is 
somewhat unusual since case loads in child guidance 
clinics tend to be made up of more boys than girls. One 
child was refe:r>red by her school teacher, twelve by 
various clinics, two by physicians in private practice, 
and two by their mothers. 
Three of the children came from broken homes because 
of divorce or separation of the parents. As a result of 
diPorce, two of these children wer e separated from their 
)I 
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mothers, one for one year and the other for over thr:ee 
years. seven children lived with their parents but there 
were marital difficulties in the home. one child was 
adopted. Six children lived with t heir parents who con-
sidered t heir marriages successful. 
Two of t he mothers came from broken homes because 
of divorce. seven mother s lived in an unhappy environ-
ment because of strained marital relationships of their 
own parents. No knowledge of the mothers' backgrounds 
could be found in reviewing six of the cases. Two 
mother s came from what they considered happy home situa-
tiona. 
six cases wer e referred for psychiatric help because 
of school phobias; two of these children wer e in adolescence. 
A listing of the form the school phob ia took in terms of 
the parent~child relationship fol l ows on page 31. 
Two cases wer e referred because of psychosomatic symptoms 
associated with attending school. One case was referred 
because of childish behavior and daydreaming. Six cases 
wer e referred because of school failure in spite of the 
child's ability; two of these six cases had associated 
problems of stuttering. Another chi ld was referred because 
of an eye tic, fears, and destructive behavior accompanied 
by a lack of attention span at school. The last case 
was referred because of isolation and inability to form 
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FIGURE I 
FORM OF THE SCHOOL PHOBIA IN TERMS OF 
THE PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP 
Mother's Attitude 
Toward the Child 
case 1 Annoyed and irritated 
at the child and her 
problem. Hostile to 
her. 
case 2 Rejection of the child 
and anxious over her 
school problem. 
case 3 overprotective of the 
child and anxious over 
her school problem. 
case 4 A competitive sibling 
relationship, rather 
than a mother-child 
relationship. 
case 5 over-protective. Up-
set and uncomfortable 
about child's problem. 
Form of the School Phobia 
Complete refusal to attend, 
accompanied by vomiting and 
fear of leaving mother. 
complete refusal plus fear 
of leaving mother. 
Complete refusal after a 
hospitalization. overly 
dependent on mother and 
fear of leaving her lest 
she d ie. 
Complete refusal accompanied 
by asthmatic attacks when 
urged to attend. 
Complete refusal accompanied 
by fear of dogs and fear 
of leaving the house. 
Overly dependent on mother. 
case 6 Ambivalent and hostile Complete refusal accompanied 
toward the child. over- by excessive clinging to 
protective of her. mother. 
-
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relationships associated with destructive behavior when 
disciplined at school. 
In addition to the problems for which they were 
r eferred, nine cases had associated problems of an emo-
tional nature. These problems were as follows: inability 
to form relationships, withdrawal, backaches, vomiting, 
asthma, sibling rivalry, hostility toward mother, eating 
difficulties, severe temper tantrums, sensitiveness, 
night tremors, fear of leaving mother, facial tics, 
thumbsucking, enuresis, excessive mas.turbatory activity, 
nailbiting, excessive fear of dogs, aggressiveness, 
domination of friends, unhappiness, setting of very high 
standards, and fear of getting dirty. 
Thirteen cases were treated by a psychiatrist and 
a social worker, together, the psychiatrist saw the 
child and the social worker saw the mother in each case. 
Ther e was one case wher e a psychiatrist saw the child a_nd 
another psychiatrist saw the mother. The total r esponsi-
bility in two cases was carried by social service; one 
social worker treated the child, and another, saw the 
mother in each case. In each of these cases, the social 
worker treating the child was supervised by a psychiatrist. 
There was one case whePe the mother was not seen and the 
ch ild was treated by a psychiatrist. over and above 
psychiatric treatment, tutoring service was provided 
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in the clinic for three children. Contact was made with 
the schools in thirteen cases. These contacts ranged 
from phone calls in some cases, one visit in others, 
and intensive work with the school in two cases. 
All cases were scheduled for weekly appointments 
with visits from fifty minutes to an hour in length. 
In eleven cases, there was a positive attitude toward 
treatment by the mother and movement was seen in nine 
of these cases. Ten of the children in this group also 
enjoyed their contacts with the clinic, but one boy showed 
a negative attitude toward treatment; however, he re-
mained in therapy and movement was seen. There were 
six cases in which the mother was resistant to or broke 
t r eatment. Two of these six cases continued in treatment, 
but the mothers were resistant to seeing a social worker 
and there was a lack of continuity of treatment. In the 
four remaining cases in this group, treatment was com-
pletely broken by the mothers because of their resistance 
to psychiatric help for themselves and their children. 
In this same group, one adolescent was greatly resistant 
to treatment along with her mother. No movement was seen 
in these six cases. The following table illustrates 
the degree of improvement of the child in relation to 
the mother's attitude toward treatment. 
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TABLE I 
DEGREE OF I MPROVEMENT OF THE CHILD I N RELATION TO 
MOTHER 1 S ATTITUDE TOWARD TREATMENI' 
Mothers Not 
Degree of Mothers Accept- Accepting of 
Improvement ing of Treatment Treatment Totals 
same 2 6 8 
Improved 9 0 9 
worse 0 0 0 
Totals 11 6 17 
Examination of the entire group reveals that in a 
large proportion of the cases studied, there was marital 
disco~d both in the child's home and in the home of his 
mother. This survey further indicates that in those 
cases where the mother demonstrated a willingness for 
help, 81.8 per cent showed improvement; whereas, there 
was no improvement seen in those cases where the parent 
showed a resistance to treatment. 
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CHAPTER V 
CASE PRESEI1:TATIONS 
I. Eleven cases i n which the moth ers 1 vrillingness to 
accept help fo r t h eir ch ildren seemed to be an important in-
fluen tial factor on t h e treatme n t of fered. Nine of t h ese 
cases s howed definite improvement. Of the eleven cases, five 
will be presented in detail . 
Case No . 1 
Anne was a six-and-a-half year old g irl V.-ho ~<Jas in 
the first grade. She was referred to the clinic by 
the Habit Clihic because t -v;o fri ghtening exp eriences 
had resu lted in a fear of leaving the house, and 
thus she refUsed to g o to school. A man had molested 
her in the front hall of her house a nd a burglary had 
taken place in the apar tment below A..."lne 1 s VIi thin a 
few· weeks. Anne was seen by a private ps y chiatrist 
for some time a1d t h ings had g one ~>rell but in t he fall 
with the reop ening of school , h er fear of leaving her 
mother and g oing to sch ool re appeared. Anne also be-
g an to wet the bed at this time. 
Anne lived with her paren ts, a sister vrho 1,vas t wo 
years older than s h e, and her maternal gran dmother. 
Mother stated that prior to these frigh tening experi-
ences Anne was n ever afraid to sleep alone, but since 
s h e ~·;as accosted by a man, she vrould cling to her 
mother. Mother s h ov:ed annoyance over Anne ' s regres-
sion which made mother feel uncomfortable. Nother 
described A.."rJ.ne as bein3 a p erfe c t ch ild as an inf·an t , 
"the- kind y ou read a bout . " Anne was always br i gh ter 
t h an her sister bu t -v:as less affectionate. Anne con-
stantly quarreled wi t h her sister but h er mother felt 
that this rivalry had been intensified since Anne 
began therapy. Anne als o beg an to strike her mother 
and u se p rofan e lans uage. This n ew behavior provoked 
mother who could not understand it since s h e was never 
allowed to express negative fe e ling s as a child. 
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_IUln e was a heal thy child who always related well to 
her fr iends • However she vras a f raid to g o ou t doors 
since h er fri gh tening exp e r ien ces a~1d wou ld te l l 
mother that s h e could not g o out to p lay since t h e 
boys vrould hit her • 
A...nne' s fear of at tending sch ool was first app arent 
following her t wo traumatic e x p eriences. At that 
time her mother viould force her t o ~o but would ac-
company her . Anne cried a g reat deal and alth ough 
formerly was t h e best reader in her cl a s s , on return 
she could n ot read at a ll. Anne h a d some difficulty 
in her a c j ustment in k inderg arten also. Her teacher 
described her as "insolen t a.'1d a bad ch ild . " I-1other 
v-;as upset and angr y over t his report an d could not 
believe it since Anne never acted t hat way at home. 
Anne was seen by a female social v;orker under t h e 
supervision of a psychiatrist. The child had a dif-
f icult t ime separatin3 fr om her mother for t h e first 
t:b_ree intervievlS . Jum e was overwhelmed I.Yhen t he 
p layroom v-.'as untidy and in d r a vr i ng and writing was 
very meticulous . The work er f e l t that Anne vras timid, 
restricted i n her play activity, and was i mpr essed by 
Anne 's neatness. The worker felt t hat Anne was being 
pushed to e x cel, be nea t , and independent. 
Anne 's moth e r was seen by another social worker. Her 
a ttitude toward Anne 's problems v-ras one of annoy an ce 
accompanied by hostility and guilt, and she looked 
for reassurance. It was the worl{er' s i mpres s ion t hat 
mot h er was a deprived person an d found it hard to be 
a g i v ing , loving mother which created guilt feelings 
on moth er's part. In order to assua g e her guilt, 
mother tried t o meet Anne's every physical need. Be-
cau se Anne c ould not return her a ffection , mother 
rea cted i n a hostile manne r to Anne . 
It1other related well to t he c a s e work er and us ed the 
relationsh ip to ven t man y negat ive feel i ngs V!hich 
s he was unable to do p reviously . The cas e worker 's 
rol e was primarily a supportive one, enc ou rag i ng 
mother to express her feelin gs, and relieving her 
gu ilt arou nd her relationsh i p to Anne. A...n a tte mpt 
was also mad e t o c l ar ify with moth er her iden ti f ica-
tion ltlith A...nne . This identification wa s based on 
mother's early deprivations a n d h er ovm need t o be 
dependent. The vJOr ker also h e lped mother to fee l 
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more adequate as a pers on by stressing positive areas 
in mother's total life experien ces. 
The case wor ker seeing the mother made one school 
visit after Anne was in treatment for five months at 
mother 's request since mot ~er felt that t he schoo 
i uation had become more ac te . Th e teacher seemed 
understa.J.'lding of Anne 1 s problem, a n d <lid not feel the 
school situation was as acute as mot h er thought it 
wa s. Anne 1 s ch ief difficulty vras a n eed to b e first 
in anyt hing t hat was assigned the group. If s he 
couldn't do better than t h e other cbilo.ren s b e would 
cry. The teacher felt that Anne was a very br i ght 
child but was pushed t oo much at home. The teacher 
and vrorker a greed that Anne s h ould be able t o feel 
that some mistakes were tolerable. 
The t wo main symptoms that Anne presented were regres-
sian to an e arlier level of development characterized by a 
cling ing dep endency on mother a n d enuresis, and r eluctance to 
attend s ch ool. Anne's school probl ems were further emphas i zed 
by e xcess ive cry ing and a need to be f irst in the sch olastic 
standing o f her clas.s. It l'ias felt that this latter charac-
teristic v-ras motivated by constant de ,na n ds made on Anne's 
ability in the home. 
Moth er's attitude tovm.rd .tume seemed to be one of annoy-
ance over her dependency. She was extremely disappointed 
over Anne 's sch ool s 1 tuat ion , and afre.id t hat Anne would 
lose her high stan ding in t h e class room. rvi:oth er made fre-
qu ent visits to the school, but t h e school auth orities fel t 
that this increased Anne's dep enden cy. 
Anne's therapist a t tempted to provide Anne with a per-
missive warm relationsh ip. In t h is atmosphere t h e wor ker 
encou rag ed her to e x press verbally her many f e ars to a 
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person (the worker) v1ho was unafraid . 
Through t he supportive role provided for mother in her 
relationship to t he case worker, mother was able to develop 
in herself a feel ing of more vrorth. Her guilt around P..nne ' s 
problems was relieved which in t urn de creased her anxiety and 
h os tility in her relationsh ip to her. Mother became relaxed 
during her conta cts vri t h the worker and thus w:J.s able to accept 
more of Anne's expressions of hostility toward her. 1-iother 
received many satisfactions through the case 1·rork relation-
ship. She regarded highly her contacts vli t h the clin i c , and 
t h is greatly enhanced movement vlh i ch 1·ras definitely seen after 
five mont hs of therapy. Iviother felt t hat both she and Anne 
vrere helped. This feeling on mother 's part of being helped 
herself seems to be of maj or significance in this case . 
Anne's fears diminished and mother felt t hat on t he whole she 
was a much h appier child . Anne also improved a t school bu t 
began to act out at home which seemed to be a result of t h e 
play therapy which enabled her to release s ome of her re-
strictions. Anne and her mother continue to be seen at t h e 
clinic. 
Case No. 2 
Florence was a five - year-old girl who vras i n nursery 
school. She was referred by t h e nursery sch ool 
teacher for evaluation becaus e sh e acted babyish, 
could not enter i n to relationsh i ps with other ch ild-
ren, a.nd sh owed signs of daydreaming . 
Floren ce was living with her par ent s and an older 
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sister who was eight. Her parents got along vell but 
mother stated that father was not able to shml his 
affection to her i n the presence of the children. 
Florence's maternal gradmother died when mother was 
eleven and mother stated that her younger brother was 
preferred by maternal grandmother. Maternal grand-
mother was a cold person ·who 1t!Orked and mother had to 
attend to t h e household chores. 
Mother described Florence as being completely depend-
ent on her, as not being a ggressive en ough, lisps and 
viOuld have a temper tantrum when she did not get her 
o•rrn vray. This behavior irritated mother who felt like 
"strangling" Florence when she acted this way. Mother 
speaks in more positive terms about Florence 's older 
sister who was bright and. aggressive whereas Florence 
succeeded in making herself dependent on her mother. 
Kother showed jealousy over the fa ct that Florence 
was more aff ectionate to father. Mother attributed 
the onset of Florence's symptoms to a burn she experi-
enced at t he age of three for which she had to he hos-
pitalized. Prior t o that experience, mother described 
Florence as a "lovely" child. 
Florence was very dependent on her sister as she was 
on h er mother. Her relationships to her friends was 
described by mother as either a strong like or a 
strong dislike for them. She would often complain to 
her mother that children teased and poked fun at her. 
Florence 1 s nursery school adjustment vras characterized 
by res ression to ch ildish behavior in speech and action 
and an inability to relate to her peers . Daydreaming 
also was apparent. The teacher described her as very 
i~uature and isolated. She responded to neither 
adults nor ch ildren. ~fuen s he did play vri th another 
child, s he would attach hersel.f to an older child and 
play t h e baby role. The teacher also had Florence ' s 
older sister whom she described as very aggressive, 
to a degree 1.-rhere adults found it hard to like her. 
Although mother was pleased with Florence's sister's 
aggressiveness, most people thought her "obnoxious " 
and favored Florence to her. After five months in 
treatment Florence was promot ed to a public kinder-
garten. Her kindergarten teacher also described her 
as too babyish and she vras not able to learn from 
lvatching other children. On a Stanford Binet test 
Florence achieved a!1 I .Q. of 110. Mother felt that 
Florence ' s teacher was inexperienced and could not 
accept t h e fact that Flor ence's adjustment in kinder-
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garten •r.ras bel ow average. l"~other was an aggressive 
pupil i n sch ool and ach ieved g ood mar ks. 
Florence was seen in play therapy by a male psy-
ch iatrist over a period of five months. The doctor 
fe l t that s h e revealed castration fears, mar ked 
sedu ct i ve·Qess and a compulsive c l eanliness. The 
doctor stated that h i s focus of trea t men t wa s to help 
Flore~ce in t hese areas of conflict . 
There was no direct contact wit h t h e sch ool. The cas e 
worker made one phon e call to determi ne Florence' 
s chool ad justment at the time of referral. 
Mot her was seen by a female psy ch i atric social worker 
who assumed a supportive role . Treatment w th t :t 
mother centered around an exploration of mother's own 
famil i al relationsh ips so that she might gain some 
ins i ght as to lvhat Floren ce re ::,:>resented to her. It 
was felt t hat mother identified Florence with herself 
since Florence was always willing to help mother with 
household chores. Thus Florence vias assurnine; the 
same role mother v..ras pushed into aft er mater:1.al grand-
mother's death . I nvolved in mother's relationship to 
Flore ~1.ce v1ere her ovm feelings about h aving to assume 
a more independent role t h an she \vas ready for. 
Ioioth er would stress to t h e worker how qu ickly Florence 
could do t hings. The wor ker also attempted to relieve 
mother's gu ilt feelins s in the area around Florence's 
burn. r1other sho vred an ability to relat e to t h e 
wor ker. Hm·rever , in t h e beg i oning i ntervi ews , she 
demonstrated a need to control the i nterview situ-
ation. The wor ker fel t that this vras a defense by 
1·rhich mother handled her anx i ety through aggression . 
As mother becaille more comfortable in t h e i nterviews , 
her n e ed to control diminish ed . 
Flore nce 1 s maladjustment at school v-ras manifested by re-
gres s ive behavior, i .e. , daydreaming , ch ildish beh avior and 
speech, an d an i nability to relate to her peers. The signi-
ficance of t h e s ch ool problem as it manifested itself can be 
seen i•.rh e n compared to Florence 1 s relationship to her mot her. 
~other had not permi t ted Florence to be as depe ndent on her 
as she needed to be V'rh ich vras really a repetition of lvhat had 
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happened to mother after maternal grandmother's death. Thus, 
mother's pushing Florence tov.'ard independence seemed to lead 
to an inability on the ch ild's part to grow up. She remained 
childish because this stress on independence was so unrealis-
tic. 1•Iother vms also over-protective of Florence and had 
some realization that t his maternal over-protection might 
have thwarted Florence's growth toward independence. Although 
mother vias annoyed at times by Florence's dependenc.e , it was 
also felt that she tied herself closely to Florence and pre-
vented Florence from breaking this tie. Floren ce did show a 
preference for her father, but this attachment was considered 
natural since she was in the Oedipal stage of development. 
As a result of treatment Floren ce was able to establish 
relationsh ips with her peers, and became less depende!lt on 
mother. The principle point in this case was mother's will-
ingness for and acceptance of help for both herself and 
Florence. 
Because the case worker provided a supportive role, 
mother was free to ventilate her hostility toward Florence, 
and since her guilt was assuaged she did not have to keep 
Florence so closely tied to her. Because mother felt that she 
was getting so much help from her contacts with social ser-vice 
she asked to continue. to see the i·rorker although therapy 1.'/ith 
Florence ceased. There was no intensive v:crk done wit h t he 
school in this case. 
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Case No. 3 
Joan was a twelve-year-old girl in the sixth grade. 
She '\'Tas referred to the clinic because of fear vrhen 
left alone at night. \'lhenever mother left her alone 
of an evening Joan would vomit. Since Joan began 
school there \vas an exacerbation of vomiting and 
finally she vras reluctan t to go to school and remain-
ed at home. 
Joan v1as living with her parents and a younger sister, 
Jane, age ten. Both mother and father were musicians , 
father an organist at his church , and mother a p iano 
teacher. Both parents were intelligent and set high 
standards in their home. JI!Iother' s father was a 
librarian who placed a great deal of emphasis on edu-
cation. Iviother was the only person in her family v1ho 
did not graduate from college. Father's mother died 
at his birth and he was reared by a maternal aunt 
w1til his father remarried. His relationship to his 
step-mother was a good one. 
J oan's relationsh ip to her parents v.ras a dep endent 
one, and she seemed to show preference : for father. 
Mother was irritated at Joan's fears, and r egression 
to thumbsucking. lVIother stated, "It is the Joan we 
don't like, not t he very vibrant , bright, gay, intel-
ligent, active, interested Joan we used to know, but 
the stupid Joan who resembles a baby." Although 
mother's description of Joan indicated that s he was 
alviays a shy, quiet , child who kept things to herself, 
mother dated the onset of her symptoms to the summer 
before Joan's referral when both mother and father 
were rorking evenings and Jo~n remained home alone 
with her sister. Alth ough Joan's symptoms appeared 
when she wa first left alone by her paren~, a t the 
summer camp, the therapist felt that two experiences 
precipitated her fear of leaving mother. In the 
Spring of that same year , mother was hos pital ized f r 
n operatio • J oan v.ren t t 1 · ve 1 .• r th her matern al 
gr andm t he r who s very r e 5 ou s and made Joan feel 
that she was a bad ch ild because she did not pray for 
her mother. Also, around this same ime , a psychotic 
aunt came to live wi t h the family . This unt was very 
solicitous of Joan when she "\vas well but during her 
psychos is she was extremely indiff erent to her . Thus 
Joan felt t hat she was a bad child, and vTa frain 
mother would desert her . She became angry at mother 
because of this feeling but coul d not vent her hosti-
lity , since hostile feelings were not allowed to be 
expressed in the home . 
Joan had fe w friends. She had one girl friend who 
was older than s he. Joan' s friend was quite ag-
gr e ssive , making many demands on her • Joan was in-
volved in mutual sex activity with this friend vlhich 
created a great deal of guilt on her part . 
While Joan did attend school, she presented no be-
havior problems but had a need to excel in :tsr studies 
and was not content with average marks. Her fear of 
attending school was related to her inability to leave 
her mother. She would always set high standards for 
herself and 111as very meticulous regarding t h e neatne ss 
of her papers . 
Both Joan and her mother were seen on a weekly bas is 
in the clinic. Joan was seen by a female ps ychiatrist, 
and mother by a female psychiatric social worker . 
The therapist attempted to help Joan to express her 
hostile feelings and tried to help her feel less 
gu ilty for having such feelings. The therapist also 
focused on helping Joan emancipate from her g irlfriend 
and tried to interest her in group activity. The psy-
chiatrist felt that Joan's problem was an ambivalent 
drive for independence from mother. This was intensi-
fied by a tremendous rivalry with sister and mother 
for t he love of father and a fear that her impulses 
might break through and thus she would not have con-
trol of herself. 
J·oan' s mother was afforded a supportive relationsh ip 
through t he social worker. Mother, lilce Joan, had 
difficulty in expressing negative feelings and accept-
ing hostility from Joan. The worker gave support in 
this area, clarified sibling relationships to mother, 
pointing out that ambivalent f eelings of love and 
hate toward parents and siblings were natural. The 
worker also clarified Joan 's added struggle betv1een 
growing up and leaving her family, and being a baby. 
Mother was able to gain some insight into this area. 
The worker felt that mother was very defensive. 
Mother was well informed of psychiatric theory but 
her acceptance of this was more intellectu al than 
emotional. 
There vias no work done \'fi th the school in this . case , 
but at t h e su. gestion of the therapist, arrang ements 
were made by mother for a visiting teacher during 
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that period when Joan v-ras not able to attend school. 
Joan's fear of leaving her motheriBsulted in a school 
phobia accompanied by vomiting and thumbsucking . The school 
problem 1das intensified by a need to set high standards for 
herself. She 1.,ras also shy, -always presenting herself as a 
proper child. She did not mingle .too well with her class-
mates. 
Joan's school problem is sign ificant in two respects. On 
the one hand she had a need to achieve. superior grades. On 
the other hand, because Joan felt that these resp-onsibilities 
were too great, she developed psychosomatic symptoms to handle 
this conflict , for not to excel meant not to please her mother 
whom Joan had a definite need to please. 
As a result of treatment 'Joan was able to return to 
school after six months in therapy. She was promoted into a 
Junior High School and was content to receive just average 
marks. Her vomiting v.rould appear only occasionally; but her 
fear of attending school was not as pronounced as it had been 
prior to treatment. 
There was a lapse of about t v-ro months in motr.er' s con-
tact with the clinic during the course of Joan's therapy be-
caus e of a shortage of social service staff. It was felt that 
Joan left treatment much more improved than mother was. How-
ever , t h e worker felt that mother consciously wanted to help 
Joan and- was willing to come into the clinic as long as was 
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necessary. As a result of treatment, mother seemed freer to 
accept a ggressive and hostile feelings on the part of Joan. 
This in turn freed Joan to be a little more independent. 
The case was closed as improved. 
The other eight cases in this group also shm·1ed mothers 1 
attitude toward treatment to be positive and five of the cases 
s h owed definite improvement after at least four months of con-
tinued treatment with the child and the mother. The sixth 
case in this group showed improvement also, but due to a 
reality situation which arose after the mother had to be hos-
pi talized for a long period of time , there i-vas an exacerbation 
of symptoms in the child. In the last two cases, in addition 
to t h e mothers' positive attitude, cooperation of the school 
also seemed to be an influential factor on treatment and for 
this reason the writer will present them in detail. 
Case No. 1 
James, a polite, bright adolescent boy of fourteen 
d th a.Yl. I. Q. of 1 37, was referred by the Children's 
Center becaus e of truanting and failure at school in 
spite of his very superior intelligence. He was in 
the eighth grade at the time of referral and was 
failing in English and mathematics . 
James -v,ras living with his mother, his step-father , 
and a half .brother Peter , age six. This was mother's 
third marriage and James was the product of her first 
marriage which mother described as the happiest re-
lationship of h er life. James' father died when 
James vias seven months old . There 1•ras a definite 
feeling of hostility for mother on James' part. 
Hother was alcoholic and J ames spoke disparagingly 
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of her a l coholism , her frequent marriages, and her 
l az i ness • James and mother were separated d ring 
most of his childhood and unt i l t wo years ago he 
~as p ced in a boarding school out of the s t ate . 
J ames ' relationship to his step-father was one of 
ambivalence. On t he one h and he related incidents 
such as outin s and fishL1.g tri ps wh ch nd 
s ep-father ere ont to attend togeth , an . 
th t _er e de s cr ibed his step-father a a "nag-
ins" person who expected too m ch from him. 
J mes ' re ationship to his half-brother Tas cha-
racterized by hostility also. He had to assum 
most of t he responsibility for Peter's care wh i ch 
he did very reluct antly. James also fe t hat he 
ras unduly blamed for Peter Is doing • Peter was 
curre1t y being seen at the Children' s Ce _t er where 
he as diagnosed as an atypical child. 
James' relationships with h is peers were very few. 
Be lived in a neighborhood where t here were no boys 
his own age and on t he l•rhole, he ~<vas devoid of sat-
is f ying so ial relat onships. 
James' school problems were manife sted by truru1ti g 
and f a ilure i n mathemati cs and English. He vas a 
ver y polite boy and presented no behavior problems 
i n the classroom. Be felt that he did not have a 
knowl edge of fundament als . becau se of his frequent 
changes i n sch ools within the pas t t v-ro years. 
James did not like his teacher and had t h e impres-
sion t hat h e vras promoted each year solely because 
t he tea chers "wanted to get rid of him." 
James was seen in treatment by a male psych · e.tris 
for a period of a year on aweekly basis. The psy-
chiatrist felt t hat it was difficult for ames to 
relate to anyone, and t herefore a long period of 
time ensued before h e brought any feeli ng into h i s 
relationsh i p v.ri th t h e t herapist. The psychiatrist 
f ocused on help i ng James to become comfortable 
during the interviews and also attempted to g i ve 
James a mal e identification ~ The psychiatrist 
hoped that James could eventually transfer his 
feelings for t h e doctor onto his step-father in 
order that their relationship might become more 
positive. This was accomplished somewhat . 
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His mother was not seen in clinic but was accept-
ing of help for James. James' half-brother, 
Peter , was currently being seen at the Children's 
Center .. and mother was being seen by a case worker 
there on a weekly basis. Since this contact was 
focused on help ing her in her role as a mother , 
it did seem neces ary to bring her in treatment 
at this clinic . Moreover, since James i'laS an 
adolescent growing away from parental ties, there 
did not seem to be a need to ee mother in this 
clinic in connection with James' problems. Also , 
mother had been under psyc:totherapy with James' 
therapist v-rho had a good understanding of mother's 
emotional difficulties and James' development. 
There were some contacts with mother by a case 
worker from the clinic over the phone at regular 
intervals and this case worker also \Alas in contact 
with the case i'rorker who i'ras seeing mother at the 
Children's Center. 
The work with the school cons i sted of t hree visits 
at three month intervals by t he case worker. The 
case worker felt that James' English teacher 
demonstrated a p~tive attitude both toward him 
and his mother. During the case v-rorker' s first con-
tact with the school, James' guidance teacher felt 
that he v1ould be promoted, but at the end of the 
school year du e to a school rule which stated that 
one must pass in English if one was to be promoted , 
Jame repeated. The case worker talked with the 
principal , a rather rigid person who did not alter 
this dec is ion and l•!ould not follow the recommend-
ation of the clinic that James be tried in the 
ninth grade because of his very superior intelli-
gence. I n the fall , the case worker again visited 
the school and spoke wj.t h James' guidance teacher 
v1hom she found most cooperative and understanding 
and because J ames did receive t u toring in the 
clinic, he was placed in the ninth grade on a 
trial basis after the guidance teacher intervened 
for him. James' tutoring was done on a relation-
ship basis in the clinic . In his tutor he found 
a non-rigid, understanding person. Tutoring was 
offered follovring a r e commendation of the school. 
In James vias seen a very deprived boy devoid of satis-
fying, healthy relationsh ips. His school problem revealed 
school failure i n spite of his potentiality to do very 
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superior work. His school failure cru~ be traced to his un-
stable home situation, his strained relationship to his 
mother and step-father, and t h e lack of e motionally satis-
f ying life experiences. The case worker felt that because 
James' problems did not manifest themselves in anti-social 
classroom behavior, and because he was polite, he was 
tolerated by the school for his teacher was definitely puni -
t i ve t ovrard him • 
James continues to be seen in therapy, but the school 
situation has not improved up to this point. 
Case No. 2 
Gail was a seven-year- old rather obese child who 
was referred to the clinic by the Children's 
Hospital becau se of withdrawn behavior, strange 
hand movements, sleep disturbances and refusal to 
g o to school. Gail was just starting the first 
grade at the time she started treatment at the 
clinic. She seemed out of contact with her sur-
roundings, lived in a fantasy world , following a 
ritual of strange steps and hand movements. She 
would often sing and talk to herself , oblivious 
of others in the h me 8Ven when interrupted by 
her p arent s or sister • 
Gail was living with her parents, her patern al 
grand;:nother viho \'ras aged a :1d crippled, and her 
three sisters, Eileen 20 , Olg a 18, and Sue 13. 
Gail's mother had rejected her since birth. 
Actually she did not want any more children but 
since she had become pregnant, she hoped that 
she might have a son . Mother is a native Alban-
im • Her preference for a male chj_ld stemmed in 
part from a cultural factor. The male child 
I'JOuld al1.rays rema n lith his parents even after 
marriage ,. and would assume responsibility for 
his mothe as long as sbe lived . A g irl's in-
dependence meant e;oing out i nto the world VJhich 
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·'as a t:b..reat to mother. ~ s a result mother kept 
all of her girls very close to her especially Gail 
v.Ihom she kept very close to the home; the only time 
'3-ail would g o out would be when she vras with her 
mother or her oldest sister. Her mother expressed 
a great deal of hostility of a verbal nature toward 
'}ail . She could not discipline her and seemed to 
proj ect t h is inability on the fact that Gail would 
never again be a normal child. Her mother catered 
to her ever y dependency '::ish and even allovred Gail 
to sleep in the same room with her and father. As 
a result Gail was extremely dependent on her mother 
and could not dress herself. Mother would call her 
a baby and !}ail vrould frequently ask her mother if 
she loved her. 
Gail seemed quite close to her sisters and also 
shov;ed great dependency on them. Gail seemed closer 
to her father who was somewhat outgoing. He never 
disciplined .Gail and her mot her resented this. 
Father and mother would frequently quarrel in the 
home. This vms a matched marriage. Father v1as in 
t h is country and returned to Albania to pick a wife . 
There was no period of courtship and mother did not 
know father previous to the marriage. 
Prior to Gai l's birth , mother frequently i·lOrked and 
paternal gra~dmother assumed most of the responsi-
bility for rearing Gail's three older sisters. 
Gail was the first child mother had to assume re-
sponsibility for and thus, mother felt completely 
helpless in caring for Gail. 1-'Iother would fre-
quently tell Gail that because she a ''bad" girl she 
would become old a •. d s icl{ l ike her grandmother. As 
a result '}ail feared old age and illness. 
Gail had no outside contacts wit h children her own 
age. She feared leaving the house to go out and 
could not associate well with other children, with-
dravTins from any frie~dly gestures made by the 
latter. 
3-ail had always been in good physical health. She 
was hos p italized at the Children's Hospital for 
eighteen days because of her ·.ri thdrawn behavior. 
During her hospitalization she was fr ightened, re-
sorted to her world of f antasy, and could notre-
late on the ward. 
Although Gail demonstrated a v1i thdravml from t he 
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outside world, she did not develop her school 
phobia to the po int of complete refusal to attend, 
until after h er hos p italization . ~ail attended 
kindergarten prior to her first grade placement. 
Th ere too s h e seemed isolated and mother \"!Ould 
have to wait with h er until the teacher arrived. 
She did not present any behavior problems i n 
school. r•Iother attempted to han dle s-a il's fear of 
school by spanking a nd urg ing her to atten d at 
first, then by accompanying her. 
Gail was seen by three therapist in the clinic. 
Her first therapist "~tJas a male psychiatrist. Gail 
was very fearful of him and could not relate to him 
for quite some time. She was then transfer red to a 
female psychiatric social worker . who saw her for 
approximately six months . There 1tras a chang e in 
therapists for t wo reasons: (l) in order that she 
migh t have a corrective experience with a female 
fi e:,ure becau se of her fear of her teach er and her 
p oor relationsh ip wit h her mother, and (2) because 
h er first therapist was leaving the service. This 
\•rorker concen trated on helpin g Gail feel comfortable 
with a woman. Gail was a g ain transferred to another 
female social 1·rorker b e cau se th i s first social v ork er 
too had left the clinic. In her first four contacts 
with this t h ird t h erapist, Gail . resorted again to 
withdrawn behavior and did not include the case 
worker in her play activity and would frequently as k 
for her previous therapist. At t h e fifth interview 
~ail actually smiled at t he work er for t h e first 
time. This part of therapy was mainly ch aracterized 
by exploration of the many rooms of the clinic. 
This activity proved very fr i gh tening to Gail. The 
worker felt that this exploration i Tidicated an 
attempt to understand a d cope \vith t h e 1:rorld around 
her, a ild tried to help Gail feel that the worker 
understood a n d accepted her fears. The worker also 
tried to g ive Gail t h e feeli ng that the world was 
safe and comfortable and that s h e 1trould help her to 
test a nd master it . 
Gail's mother was seen by another female social 
vmrker on a weekly bas is • 1'-fother related warmly 
to this case worker whose role was a close supp ort -
ive one . It was the vrorker ' s impression that mother 
\·ras try ing to keep Gail dependen t on her because 
she v1as h er last child, and because of her guilt 
stelill1l ing froE1 her rejection of Gail. The work er 
further felt that Gail served as a link for h er 
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mother with her native country. I'fother had never 
worked throu gh her separation from Albania, and 
felt very much alone when she came to America . 
. Hother experienced many childhood deprivation and 
had a strict upbr i nging . The treatment plan was 
focused on trying to re-create for mother an atmos-
phere vrhere she could be dependent • The wor lcer 
took over t h e roles, to a certain extent , of 
paternal i2:randmother and a paternal mmt on 1·1h om 
mother was dependent. 'By meetine; mother Is depend-
ency needs and through this w rm, accepting re-
lationship, it was hoped that moth er might be g iven 
some satisfactions of her own emotional needs. In 
thi s way it was anticipated t hat mother could a llo'\1 
Gail to grow more L1dependently. An at t empt vras 
also made to clarif y with mother how her earl y de-
privations effe cted her relationship with Gail. The 
worker also tried to help mother feel more comfort-
able i n disciplining ·1ail • 
Direct ~ork with the school waR on an intensive 
ba8·s. The worker interpreted to the s ch ool some of 
t he dynamics of Gail's behav r and the principal ' 
co _er tion wa elic t ed . It w the decis on at a 
conf eren with the psych i atr ist t _ t ~~ · ' s o her 
an therapist should attend sch ol and si n t he 
classroom viit h r:.a il until sh e T;.ras able to sit alone. 
At first t he principal showed a reluctance to this 
p l an since he s t at ed t hat the fir s t grade was es-
peci l y traumatic for most children, and if s-ail's 
mother was allowed to attend the class, t h e other 
children woul d want their mothers . The t h erapist 
could understand this, and a compromis e was reached 
whereby only t h e t herapist would sit in t he class. 
The t hel"apist attended s ch ool vri t h Gail fo r t wo days. 
This proved to be a strong supportive t h erapeutic 
techn que . She sat by Ga l :recited t he l essons with 
the other children ,and Gail i'iould f ollov.T the t herapis t 's 
example . 
Gail's referral centered around I'Tithdrawal from reality 
a:1d a n escape into a world of fantasy which was f urther · n-
tensif ied after an ei53hteen day hospitalizat i on which proved 
traumatic to her . Her defense of withdrawal was expressed by 
school phobia which l as ted for a year. Mother's attitude to-
ward Gail 's refusal to atte nd school was one of anx iety 
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accomp~nied at the same time by overp rotection because of her 
rejection of 3ail. Moveme~t i n this case was seen both in 
Gail and h er mother. Her mother 1 as a ble to see t h at Gail 
might be helped in overcoming some of her difficulties if 
mother could al ow her to become more indep endent. I,1other 
also s h owed more acceptance of Gail's h ostility and a ggres-
sion, and became less insistent on having an obedient child . 
After the w·or ker' s help t hrough her supportive role 
around school, Gail was able to conquer her fear of attend-
i ng sch ool and had no diffi culty since that t me . It was the 
1Hor1{er 's impression that Gail \"'Ould ha•.re never been able to 
3 0 to sch ool if the former was no t able to sit in the class-
room with her. 
The wor k er felt that this supp or tive help o f fered Gail 
proved to be indispensable i n over coming Gail's sch ool 
phobia. It was the worker's feeliDg too that t h e cooperative 
working relations h ip was vital to the resolution of this 
aspect of Gail 's problem. Although the clinic initiated this . 
plan, t h e sch ool accepted it very sen sitively . The school 
-vras also grateful for the help t h e clin i c o f fered them in 
ha.YJ.dling Gail 's school phobia. This cooperative relationship 
was like a catalytic a gent t hat helped Gail g et over this 
hurdle, n a mely h e r sch ool phobia . It was the work er's im-
pression also, t h at becau se Gail had so much a nxiety in this 
area, she handled it by ~-·rithdrawing from the group rather 
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than by acting out in school, and thus, she did not present 
a problem to the group. 
Gail continues to be seen in therapy .. After one year 
o f treatment, she was able to attend school, and her vrith-
dra"ll 'al fro :n the outside world had been ; reatly d iminished. 
Therefore, this case has shown a defin ite improvemen t as ~ 
result of treatment . 
II . Six cases where the mothers were either resistant 
to treatme n t or brok e treatment a nd no movemen t was seen. 
Two will be presented in detail. 
Case No. 1 
John vras a six-and-one-half year old boy who was 
attending kindergarten. He was referred to the 
clinic by Childre ;.·1' s Hospital because of an eye 
tic, wildness, fears, and destru ctiveness at 
school. 
John was an only ch ild who lived 1Hith his parents 
i n the home of his maternal ; randmother and a 
maternal aunt. There was a great deal of friction 
in the home between his father and his maternal 
grandmother since fath er felt that maternal grand-
mother made mother too dependent on her and took 
advanta,- e of mother 's g ood nature b y dema nding 
mother to do most of t h e ·work . Maternal grand-
mother was a dominating vroman, vrho interfered \'lith 
the parents in their handling of John. John's 
mother, although a pparently very dependent on 
maternal grandmother, expressed hostility toward 
;;randmother's i n terference. John was constantly 
admonished because of his hyperactivity in the 
home. Haternal grandmother v..ras not in favor of 
psychiatric treatment for John. 
lviother demonstrated a warmt h for John but seemed 
unable to cope with his problems since she was a 
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very depende ~1t, inef fectual p ers on . She ;...;as 
e iJotionally u ns t able also, h a ving had "a nervous 
breakdm•m" when John vms t h ree . This condition 
lasted one year. Mother "ms a nnoyed by John's 
acting out , bu t the work r fe l t t h at s h e uncon-
sciously provok ed him to act u.t wh at s h e really 
wanted to do and c ouldn't be ause of h e r dep end-
e n ce. Iv1other s h owed more irritat i on a ::J.d embar-
rass ment over his sexual advan ces tovmrd her, 
and his cu riosity over t h e diff e r e n ces in t h e 
sexes. J ohn wou ld rub up a gainst moth er's legs 
and press hard a gainst her. John would also ask 
mother frequently if s h e had a p enis. To this 
query mother stated s h e would become e mbarrassed 
and a n s wer i n t h e af f irmative sin ce s h e did n ot 
wa~t to s h ow how h er sex org a n s differed fro m his . 
Fa the r was described as liking John but cou ld not 
be crossed . He felt that John had a great d eal of 
energy like himself and his p roblems v;ere not ' acu te . 
John's relationships with his p eers and adults were 
characterized by a ggression on t h e on e h a nd and a 
striv ing for a t tention a nd a ff ection on the other. 
He would e mbrace y ounger ch ildren affectionately. 
John would also a t tach himsel f to adults as a 
me ans of seek ing love. 
J ohn a l so denwnstrated fears around physical e x -
a minations, and fears over contacting i n fections. 
He also feared leaving moth er at t imes. 
John's sch ool maladjustme n t m s further i ntensi-
fied by a constant restlessnes s , and lack of atten-
tion span. He also demons t r a ted a curiosity a bout 
sex i n t h e classroom a~d. would ask the teach ers 
ma n y quest ions in this area. Alth ough John tried 
very hard to do "rhat was expected of him i n the 
classroom, it was the teach e r 's impression that he 
went undisciplined in the home. Teacher's method 
of disciplin ing John consisted o f separating him 
f rom the oth er children. On these occasions he 
v1ould become frantic, a n d hurl ch airs a gain st the 
vmlls. John 's acting out p r oduced anxiety i n his 
mother for s h e t h ought his destructiveness mi:3ht 
b e due to an orga n ic brain dama g e or to feeble-
mindedness. 
John was seen by a male t h erapist over a period of 
f ive month s. ~he details of t h e work wi th John 
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were not available since the therapist r<ho saw 
him had left t h e clinic. 
Moth er was also seen on a week y basis for five 
months by a female social 'ivorker vlho offered a 
highly supportive relationsh ip. The case 'florker 
concentrated her efforts in t wo areas. She 
allowed mother to express h er a nxiety over John's 
sexual curiosity, gave reassurance and offered 
suggestions as to how to handle his questions. 
The case work er also allowed moth er to ventilate 
her feeling s of hostility toward John's maternal 
~randmother who made mother extremely dependent 
upon her. She supported mother in a plan to 
l e ave maternal grand mother's home by assuag ing 
her guilt in this area a n d also recognized 
mother's depende~l.t needs on maternal gran dmoth er . 
Although this plan finally materialized, mother 
could not apparently cope with the res p onsibili-
ties of her own home and handling J ob.n. Iviother 
became very sick, and John began to act out in 
the home • l..J:other broke treatment although it was 
t h e feeling o f t h e worker t hat she needed a great 
deal of support durin-~ this period of adjustment 
to a new home . Mother stated the reason for not 
retu rning to the clinic with J ohn was becau se she 
did not feel that his destructiveness was a real 
p roblem and hoped that he 1tould learn to control 
his a ggression by himself . 
There 1-1as on e contact vrith the sch ool in t h is case, 
to get an objective picture of John's symptoms. 
Jo~-~·s referral centered around an eye tic, wildness, 
fears, a n d destructiveness. Eis sch ool problem V>.ras manifes-
ted by lack of attention s p an, restlessness , and destruct-
ive uncontrolled behavior. He could not accept limits and 
would resort to temper tantrums when disciplined. ·rhe symp-
toms i n this case were signif ican t when related to the home 
situation. Because John's mother 1vas a weak, i ne f fectu al, 
depen de ,l.t p erson, s h e could not adequately handle her re-
lationship with John, and thus he lacked the secu rity that 
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comes from a kind, firm discipline. John was further curbed 
in the expres s ion of normal a ggr e ssion in t he home by mater-
nal granru1other, and resorted to acting out at sch ool . 
Both t h e t h erapist and social vwrker felt t hat John and 
his mother could be helped at the clinic over a period of 
time. However, mother's attitu de t oward treatment changed 
at a time when she needed the help most. She would break 
appointments stating that she was ill and finally broke 
treatment completely. 
The case was closed as not improved. 
Case No. 2 
Jean was a seven-year-old g irl who was referred 
to the clinic by the Habit Cl i n ic because of an 
eating problem and vomiting before going to sch ool 
in the morning. J ean's refu s a l to eat a ccompan-
ied by vomitin ; spells was app arent since birth 
but there was an exacerbation of symptoms at the 
commencement of school and it vvas for this reason 
that she was referred. 
Jean lived with her parents a.n.d a y ounger broth er 
who was four . I-1othe r stated t h at she and father 
get along well. He was a great help with the 
children . However they would frequently argue 
over the handling of Jean's problems in her pre-
sence. This would cause Jean to become tense and 
nervous. 
Mother in speaking about Jean would demonstrate a 
controlled hostility . She described J ean as wild 
a n d excitable. Her broth er was alway s mentioned 
in more positive terms as being a. quiet a n d calm 
child who presented no problems. Mother f urt h er 
described J e an ' s symptoms as "exasperating " her. 
The vomiting made t he house a 1 "smelly''. "\'/hen-
ever J ean vomited mother would become tens e and 
angry at her. IvJ:oth er' s attitude intensif ied 
Jean 's fear of punishmen t which feeling caused 
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more vomiting. 
Hother's attitude to1·ard Jean was described as 
one of indulgent resentment. She would tolerate 
Jean's show of affection tm·rard her some what a nd 
then tend to pu h her aside. 
J ean 1 s father vras more tolernat of her problems , 
shoved more understanding of Jean, and did not 
force h e r to eat as mother did. Jean ' s father 
felt tha t the ten sion between J ean and her mother 
caused J·ean ' s vom · t ·n _ nd mother would put c 
s tant pressure J Em r 10 ea n . Father 
ha.Yld ed the eating pr lern y etting J e an choose 
what she liked . IvJ:other vrould follow through with 
this method in father ' s presence. 
Jean oft en p layed with her br t h er but her play 
was wid and excitable. She showed jealousy over 
brother ' s relationship to h s mother. Iwther 
thought t h e birth of brother 1·ms particul arly dif-
ficu lt for J ean a lthough she was prepared f or this . 
During t h e firs t several mon t h s after her broth er 
was born, he was ill and requ ired all of mother ' 
a ttent ion to the extent that mother devoted little 
time t o Jean. Mother als o fe t that mat rnal 
grandmother, a.nd Jean ' s maternal aunt also a dded 
to Jean ' s feeli l 0 of rejection. Jean was very fond 
of t hese people who lavished a reat deal of atten-
tion on her and . after her brother v1as born , they 
transferred their affection to him. There was an 
exacerbation of symptoms durins this time also. 
Iv1other knew that Jean felt unloved at this time for 
mother would scold and punish her a nd J eru1. v10uld 
frequently ask if mother still loved her. 
Jean was a l ways liked by her fr i ends to whom she 
was able to relate very well. However, sine an 
increase in her vomiting she had withdrawn from all 
social contacts . She vrould not attend birthday 
p a rties beca·use of a fear that eating would cause 
her to vomit and she would be punished. 
Jean was diagnosed as having pyloric spas ms as an 
i nfan t . fer formula was too rich . This was not 
discovered until after a year . lvlo t her blamed 
Jean's pediatrician for this and felt that he was 
only interested in 11 fat babies " . 
Jean ' s f irst gr ade teacher described her as being 
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lax a nd isolated. Prior to enterine; t he f i rst 
grade J·ean was reg istered in nu r s ery sch ool . 
Mother informed the nur sery school tea cher that 
J e an used her vomiting as a weapon and should be 
punis h ed whenever s h e vomited in sch ool. 
I"Iother' s recommendations were carried out an d 
Jean would h ave to stand in the corner as a re-
s u lt of her vomiting . 
Moth er was seen by a ps y ch iatric social worker 
over a period of four months on a week ly basis. 
HoYever, moth er would frequently break or not 
keep her appointments stating that s h e was either 
sick or Jean did not wish to come in. Mother 
would often send fath er \vith Jean a nd once stated 
to t h e social worker that she seems to make her 
husband do all the "dirty work" • Mother s h owed 
a gr e at deal of guilt over Jean's p roblems, her 
handlin0 of them, and her hostility toward Jean. 
Per ~ilt was ma ::1 ifested by such direct q_u estions 
as . ' Does Jean feel unloved? Does she reveal in 
her p lay that I ' m at fault?" At times mother 
would project the blame for J ean's problems on 
her pediatrician. The case work er allowed mother 
to e xpress h er anxiety over Jean ' s problems, 
i d e ::1tified ~ith h er in understanding that the 
situation was a diff icult one for her, and tried 
to relieve some of mother ' s guilt by reas suran ce. 
Mothe r stopped treatment after four months of 
infrequent visits to the clinic. 
Jean v1as seen in play therapy by a male therapist. 
The details of t h e psy chiatric help o ~fered her 
were not available since the psych iatrist h ad left 
the clinic a n d could not be consulted. 
There was no work done with t h e sch ool in this 
case . 
Althou&~ Jean manifested problems of eating diffict lty 
and vomiting since infancy, there was an e x acerbation of 
symp toms at what can be considered t wo traumatic periods in 
a child's 1 ife, i. e . , the birth of rather, and t h e com-
mencement of s chool . Althou gh Jean had previously atte nded 
nursery sch ool , h er e xperien ces t h ere can be c onsidered 
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painful since she was punish ed for her vomiting at her 
rnother's recommen dat i on. The symptoms of her p roble ms in the 
first grade ca~e out i n isolation and wit hdrawal from the 
group. These can be cons idered as defenses to handle her 
shame a :.1.d fear of vomiting a n d was eviden ced i n her total 
social a d j ustment. Mother's attitude of h ostility and anxi-
ety, and h er mis h andling of Jean's problems , aided i n Jean's 
inability to adj ust at sch ool. It also made J ean feel in-
secure ru1.d unloved. 
Apparently t h e major factor in this case was mother ' s 
resis t ance to treatment for herself and Jean. Becaus e mo t her 
was so gull t ridden s he could not accept help. Iv.Iother' s re-
sistan ce was manifested pril!larily by a lack of continuity of 
contacts a nd projection. She would frequently tell t h e c a se 
work er that J ean did not l ike to come to clinic although t he 
therapist felt J ean showed no resistan ce a t all. Treatment 
vias finally broken by mother and t h e case was closed with 
the symptoms rema ining t h e same as at t h e time of referral . 
I n t h e four remain ing cases in this group t h ere was no 
movement. I n one case t h ere were sustained contacts for 
four months but t h e p arents were not totally accep ting of 
t reatment and felt t h at p lay therapy made t heir son act out 
his a ggression too much. The parents finally wi t h drevr from 
treatme nt. 
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In another case, the mother frequently did not keep her 
appointments and t h e 1tror k er felt mother was very resistant to 
t reatment. This case is still open. The third case was cha-
racterized by inf requent visjts and a resistan t mother. This 
case was transferred to a~other clinic for mother's conven-
ience. This mother too could not a ccept the usefulness of 
play therapy. I n t he fourth case both mother a n d child were 
resistant , contacts were infrequent, and t h ey finally with-
drew completely. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The parpose of this study was to look into the 
manner in which certain selected problems in the home 
were reflected in the child's adjustment at school, the 
kinds of treatment offered to the child referred to the 
Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals, Psychosomatic Clinic 
because of school maladjustment, and the results of 
this treatment in terms of the child's adjustment at 
school. 
The questions to be answered were as follows: 
1. What was the reason for the child's referral 
to the clinic? 
2. wb.at was the parental attitude toward the child 
and his school problem? 
3. What was the treatment offered? 
4. What was the result of treatment? 
5. What was done with the school? 
A major limitation of this study was that tne writer 
did not feel that it was within his scope to evaluate or 
interpret the role of the psychiatrist regarding the 
specific treatment offered the child. Therefore, only 
general statements of the doctor's treatment plan were 
given. 
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It was a basic assumption of this study that school 
problems were symptomatic of underlying difficulties, 
which usually have tneir origin in some aspect of the 
parent-child relationship. Therefore, although the 
reason for r~ferral in each of the seventeen cases 
studied was a maladjustment at school, the majority of 
children manifested associated emotional problems which 
were related to the child's home environment. Most of 
the cnildren experienced a strained mother-child relation-
ship, or came from unhappy home situations. There were 
evidences also of poor all around social adjustments 
in most of the cnildren. only in two cases did tnere 
appear a strained teacher-child relationship. 
The .emotional problems of ti1t:J seventeen children 
studied were reflected on their school a ujustments in 
various ways. These problems as they manifested them-
selves in the school situation can be catagorized into 
four groupings. 
1. Ther e were six cases of school phobia. Fo'Llr 
of these six children would develop psycho-
somatic symptoms if urged or compelled to 
attend school. Two more children were willing 
to go to school but wo'Uld have psychosomatic 
complaints while attending. 
2. There was one case in which the child regressed 
to childlike behavior in the classroom. 
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3. There were five cases of pseudo-retardation. 
Two of these cases had associated symptoms 
of stuttering or stammering. 
4. Ther e we r e three cases in which the child acted 
out at school. 
The parental attitude toward the child ranged from 
a positive one to a rejecting one. Five mothers demonstrated 
a positive attitude toward their children. There was a 
marked feeling of ambivalence toward the child in four 
cases. In five cases, the mothers were overprotective 
of their children and in three cases, they were hostile 
toward them. 
The parental attitude toward the child's school 
problem seemed to fall into three groups. Eight mothers 
seemed to show anxiety over their children's school diffi-
culties. Six mothers were definitely irritated or annoyed 
over their children's school maladjustment. one parent 
was ambivalent, and one could not accept the fact that 
the child was presenting a problem in the classroom. 
onlyone parent seemed understanding of the school 
diff iculty. 
Treatment of the child followed two main approaches, 
a direct approach in which the child was seen by the th~apist 
on a weekly basis, and an env ironmental or indirect approach, 
in which the psychiatric social worker saw the parent and 
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maintained contacts with the school. Treatment for the 
child in the majority of cases was done in a play therapy 
situation. 
The mother was primarily given a supportive relation-
ship with the psychiatric social worker. Through the 
acceptance and understanding shown her, the mother was 
encouraged to vent her feelings toward the child and his 
problem. suggestion and clarification were gi~en in 
some cases, and reassurance was offered as a means of 
relieving guilt. The mother's appointment was scheduled 
on a weekly basis and the visits were usually an hour in 
length. None of the fathers were seen on a continuous 
treatment basis. 
Work with the school ranged from phone calls to 
three or more contacts in some cases. This proved help-
ful for two reasons: (1) It offered a first-hand view 
of the child's school maladjustment, and (2) it offered 
to the teacher an opportunity to obtain some understanding 
of the child's problems from a psychiatric point of view. 
In this area, the social worker assumed the total responsi-
bility, that is, all school contacts were done through 
her. Tutoring on a relationship basis was given in the 
clinic in three cases. 
As a result of the treatment offered to the child 
and his environment, nine cases showed definite improve-
ment and in eight, the symptoms remained the same as 
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at the time of referral. None of the cases showed added 
symptoms during the course of therapy. 
The following general conclusions may be drawn from 
this study: 
Since school maladjustment is not a problem in it-
self but represents a symptom of deeper emotional prob-
iems both in the child and his environment, treatment should 
not be centered solely around the school problem. The 
whole child should be treated, i.e., his inner conflicts 
and his total environment. 
Treatment techniques in school prob lems are not 
essentially differ ent from treatment of any other emo-
tional problema. As was seen in these seventeen cases, 
treatment involved direct therapy with the child and 
treatment of his environment occurred simultaneously. 
These are the methods of treatment of most child guidance 
cases. However, in emotional disturbances which manifest 
"' 
themselves in school maladjustment, there is another 
area of work, i.e., the school. Th is important phase 
of the total treatment process is an area in which the 
social case worker assumes major responsibility because 
it is a part of the child's environment. It is important 
because it is the vehicle through which the teacher may 
gain some understanding as to the causation of the child's 
II 
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problem and thus help to relieve some of the pressures 
placed on the child during his school hours. 
Although a disturbe d child is able to relieve and 
handle some of his fears, anxieties, and emotional conflicts 
in a psychotherapeutic relationship, successful treatment 
of the child ultimately depends upon the attitude of the 
parent in regard to treatment. Unless the parent shows 
a willingness and/or ability to accept help and a desire 
to make changes in the environment, movement in any case 
will probably be severely hampered. 
The writer would like to make one recommendation. 
It appears that there should be mor~ and closer contacts 
with the schools in those cases of school malad justment. 
If the teacher is given the OP '~· ortunity to become aware 
of the causes of a child's diff iculties, through this 
insight she should be better able to follow through on 
the recommendations of the clinic. Because school is a 
major aspect of the child's life and a place where he 
spend s many hours of his day, it is of utmost importance 
that the child's needs be met as satisfactorily as 
possible. 
Frequent contacts with the school may lead to a 
deeper unders t anding of the motivations of behavior, and 
thus give to the teacher a general knowledge of the kinds 
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of problems which can be eff ectively treat ed in a child 
gu idance clinic. Thus, the school can become a fruitful 
source of spotting emotional problems. If these problems 
are picked up in school and referred for psychotherapy, 
they will not pass unseen to a point where the damage 
has become so great that succe s sful t reatment will prove 
difficult. 
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APPENDIX 
Schedule 
1. Age _______ sex _______ G~ade ______ _ 
2. Referral 
a. Reason for referral. Presenting and as s ociated 
problems 
b. Time of referral 
c. Ag e at referral 
d. Referred by whom 
3. status of parents 
a. Living together 
b. separated 
c. Divorced 
4. Relationship to parents and vice versa. 
5. Number of siblings in f amily and position of child 
6. Relationship with siblings 
7. Relationship to others in household 
8. Relationship to friends 
9. Types of personality problems 
a. Home adjustment 
b. Social adjustment 
10. School adjustment 
a. Types of problem presented 
1. Pseudo retardation 
2. Reluctance to attend or school phobia 
3. Acting out of aggressive behavi'or 
4. Truanting 
5. Withdrawn behavior 
6. Daydreaming 
7. Other types 
b. Relationship to teacher 
c. Relationship to other pupils 
11. Physical develppment of patient 
a. Health 
b. Handicaps 
c. Development - mature or immature 
12. Treatment plan 
a. Kinds of treatment 
b. A~titude toward therapist and treatment 
c. Parents' attitude toward treatment 
13. work with the School 
a. Role of the worker to child and teacher 
b. ways in which schools visits helped the total 
treatment plan 
c. School manipulation -- change in schools 
d. Teacher's attitude toward child 
e. Tutoring services 
14. Work with the environment other than school 
a. Type of treatment with parent. 
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